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April 23, 2010 

 

 

Dear Valued Customer, 

 

We have weathered a lot of storms together over the years and there are several striping seasons from years past that 

we would all rather forget. The 2008 season, with all of its pricing turmoil and $147 per barrel oil, seems like just 

yesterday.  Last year was a relatively calm year with some relative pricing stability. 

 

This 2010 season has presented nothing but challenges for us and it’s only April.  We haven’t even hit the heat of the 

summer when we usually expect the challenges to come.  Our industry is facing a number of challenges that are 

undeniable and offer no short term relief.  There are four primary drivers we are managing on a daily basis and each 

involves costs that are spirally upward, as well as supply that is unpredictable and inadequate.  To help keep order I’ve 

chosen to speak to each separately. 

 

Acrylic Resin – This is the backbone for all waterborne traffic paint.  Given the headaches of 2008 the two 

suppliers of acrylic resins for traffic paint instituted price indexes to managing the month to month volatility.  

There are a handful of key raw materials used in producing these acrylic resins.  Propylene and acrylic 

monomers are two components that have gone drastically wrong over the last several months.  Propylene has 

climbed over 80% in the last 6 months.  Dow Chemical, supplier of monomers to both businesses that produce 

traffic acrylic resins, has had significant outages in the production due to unforeseen shortfalls.  Force majeure 

has been declared in the monomers industry.    

 

The effect of radical price escalation of propylene and monomers paired with the short supply on monomers has 

driven acrylic traffic paint resins back to the highest levels we saw in August of 2008 when crude oil hit its peak.  

On top of the rapid run up in pricing we are all currently on sales control on the amount of acrylic resin we as 

paint manufacturers can source.  Supply here over the last few weeks has been unpredictable and currently 

scheduled deliveries are being delayed due to availability of product.  Our hope is that supply will stabilize here 

over the next number of months but the higher pricing is sure to stay through this 2010 season. 

 

Rosin Esters – Rosin esters are the primary resin system used in “alkyd-based” thermoplastic.  China has 

traditionally been a significant exporter of rosin ester into the U.S.  This year Asian demand and a poor rosin 

crop in Asia have driven rosin pricing to an historic high.  U.S. rosin manufacturers are extremely tight in supply 

due to a shift in the adhesives market from petroleum based chemistry to rosin-based.  There has also been 

some domestic rosin production that has been taken off line due to a lack of return on investment.  The trouble 

our industry faces is that rosin ester prices for road marking are the lowest price of all industries this material is 

supplied into.  Once demand increases and supply tightens we as thermoplastic manufacturers are the hardest 

hit.  Supply on rosin esters is limited and it is a monumental effort in getting the materials we need on a week to 

week and month to month basis.  Cost increases in these rosin esters have been known since late 2009 and were 

a key driver in our previously announced price increase coming into 2010. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liquid Epoxy Resin-  There has been severe shortages in feedstock for epoxy resin production causing sales 

allocation across all epoxy industries and price increases in the neighborhood of 30+%.  Dow Chemical is the 

primary supplier of epoxy resins and the Asian sources have been pushed by their own domestic demand.  

Current domestic supply of epoxy resin is on 60% sales allocation meaning that even if you have a contract with 

a supplier you are receiving just over half of the stated volume.         

 

TiO2- As many of you know TiO2 is the white pigment used in all of our white products so it affects traffic paint, 

thermoplastic, epoxy, and a multitude of other chemistries we produce.  The TiO2 industry has struggled for 

years and it is closely controlled by a limited number of manufacturers.  As the economic recession hit TiO2 

productive capacity was taken out of the system.  The Asian market is now demanding significant quantities of 

product and substantial volumes of TiO2 are being exported by U.S. manufacturers to Asia.  Growth in TiO2 

demand here in 2010 has been in the range of 5% domestically, but the increased demand in Asia coupled with 

the lowered capacity of market has caused significant shortfalls in supply.                         

 

TiO2 pricing for roadmarking companies has again been the lowest in the industry and with this tightening our 

industry is the hardest hit.  We are facing unprecedented increases in price as well and unprecedented tightness 

in supply.  This supply constraint affects nearly every white product we sell.   

 

We have taken the time to go into some level of detail on each of these drivers to help you to understand that there are 

concrete issues regarding costs and supply into our industry.  Ennis has a large footprint in the chemical industry and a 

clearer view of how far-reaching these challenges are.  At this point we are under allocation for a number of these key 

raw materials and as a result we must be diligent in the allocation of finished product.  Not only have we seen historic 

increases in the cost of chemicals and tightness in supply, but there has been some erosion in market price for our 

products.  Pricing erosion has been driven without an understanding of the turmoil that we’ve seen on the horizon for 

the last number of months.  These are circumstances that we can’t continue to try to absorb.   

Ennis is announcing the following increases effective May 24, 2010 across the board to all customers. 

  

Traffic Paint:  $.80/gal 

 

 Thermoplastic:  $120/ton 

 

 Epoxy Based Products (HPS-2, 3, 4, & 5): $2.10/gal 

 

We worked in earnest to manage these volatile costs in hopes that market conditions would improve, but week by week 

these conditions are continuing to worsen.  In order to continue to supply you with industry leading quality, supply, and 

service we must implement these price adjustments. 

We will be allocating shipments in a manner that will allow us to service as many committed customers as possible.  

With current market conditions we are unable to ship any one account more than historical monthly quantities and 

based on the future week to week conditions, it could be less.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Should you have questions, as I suspect you will, I would encourage you to speak with any one of the members of our 

sales team.  We are in the process of organizing one or more conference calls led by Bryce and myself that will allow us 

to walk you through these market dynamics and explain in a more personal manner.  Your respective sales person will 

be following up with details of these calls so that you may dial in.  Please understand that we truly appreciate your 

business and we will work to do everything we can to stabilize this pricing back to a level that is more manageable.  We 

understand the hardship this places on your business, but we are committing to working with you through this difficult 

time.       

 

Sincerely, 

 
John Anderson  

Global Director             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


